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Established by Xutibhong Wichaidit and Saguna Saelimin in 2002, wd is a design oriented
practice and has completed a range of mostly residential projects. Our skill base includes urban
design, architecture and interior design. The work of wd responds to client needs and issues
of site through an engagement with a modernist vernacular which employs a combination of
rigorous geometric and structural considerations. We challenge traditional concepts of design
and intend to cross artificial boundaries of design convention. Though we provoke a new set of
investigations and challenges in each project, it is our intention for the practice to be consistent
in expressing the richness of local materials and the craft practices inherent to our native
Thailand. 

THE BANYAN HOUSE

The site for this project is situated just off Sukhumvit, the 
main artery of Bangkok. A five minute walk away from 
the hustle of this demanding metropolis is a serene street 
dominated by a century old Banyan tree which occupies 
a large portion of the frontage of the site.  Left to 
flourish for generations, the tree has become intrinsic to 
neighborhood’s natural environment – holding memories 
of people in the vicinity, including our client.  Thus, it has 
been obvious from the beginning that the challenge of 
the project was to find a way for this historic tree and the 
new structure to harmoniously coexist.  

With this context in mind, our approach to the design 
was that of respect.  Rather than engaging with the tree 
by building around it, we chose to locate the house to 
the side leaving a full length of clearance behind the 
tree.  This extended space would serve as an undisturbed 
backdrop that would enhance the tree’s dominance and, 
in a more practical sense, become a spacious garden for 
the inhabitants.

The architecture of the house has been kept simple and 
straightforward.  The structural columns were set right 
on the edge to distinctly define the building boundary, 
while the living volumes have been set back to gain eaves 
space and create a continuous terrace that is protected 
from the sun.  The upper floor is kept discreet from the 
surroundings by the more frequent structural columns, 
in addition to those perfect natural screens given by 
spreading branches of the Banyan tree. The ground floor 
is open with minimal application of structural columns 
to open views to the garden where the tree-patterned 
ventilated wall is used to provide privacy to the garden 
from the street and the parking zone. At the same time 
it allows a visual extension and enhances the light that 
seeps through the leaves and branches of the Banyan 
tree. The presence of the past continues to give and live 
on.  Humbly dwelling with it, the future of the house 
begins.
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